Resilience Beyond Defense
Cyber-Resilience for ICS, SCADA & CPS

WHO WE ARE
Attila Cybertech is an Operations Technology (OT)
cybersecurity firm. We secure our clients’ critical
assets through a holistic approach with a range of
solutions from risk assessments to secured
network design, firewall selection, configuration
and testing for industrial control systems (such as
SCADA, DCS, PLC, RTU) as well as various industrial
protocols and process control systems.

Capitalising on our knowledge of industrial
automation and process engineering and IT
security, our team of dedicated security
professional’s work side by side with clients to
solve their challenges by combining deep ICAS
sector competence with resilient and reliable
solutions. Our passion for pioneering new
leading-edge cybersecurity services.

Attila’s solutions are validated by independent
certification bodies and integrate industry-leading
best practices and robust technology.

Singapore Cybersecurity Consortium
Attila is one of the founding members of
Singapore Cybersecurity Consortium (SCC).
Singapore Cybersecurity Consortium is created
for engagement between industry, academia and
government agencies to encourage use-inspired
research, translation, manpower training and
technology awareness in the area of security. The
National Research Foundation (NRF) and
anchored at the University of Singapore (NUS)
funded The Consortium since 1 September 2016.

We have certified for fulfilling the requirements of
international standard IEC 62443-2-4, a testament
to our compliance in designing, executing and
implementing cybersecurity standards and
practices in industrial control and automation
systems (ICAS) integration.

Our competitive advantages
Strong Operational Technology
(OT) Knowledge
 Our Key Management and
Core Team

Expert Domain Knowledge and
know-how in this trade
 Our track records on Critical
Control Systems

Deep-dive in Innovation with an OT element
 1st Mover for Machine Learning / Artificial Intelligent
 Machine learning of data analysis that automates analytical model building.
 Artificial Intelligence

OUR FOCUS
Our key industry focus is in Operational Technology Cybersecurity on Critical Information Infrastructure
(CII) sector.
Our primary expertise focus is for the following Sectors:
• Water and Wastewater Systems • Energy
• Transportation Systems
• Critical Manufacturing
• Oil & Gas
Market Drivers
• Laggard of Software Security
• Big Data and Cloud Technology

•
•

Business Analytics
Digitalization/Industry 4.0

•
•

Internet of Things (IoT)
Maritime & Shipping

•
•

OT and IT Integration
IoT/IIoT “Internet of Things”

OUR STRATEGY
We use three basic approaches to building resilience in the Cyber-Physical System (CPS). These
approaches are the Security-by-Design, Defence In-Depth Approach and Certification Approach. The
diagram below depicts our approaches.
Security-by-Design

Certified Solution

•
•
•

•
•

Design phase
Implementation Phase
Maintenance Phase

Achilles Practices Certification
Align to IEC 62443-2-4

Defence in Depth
•
•
•

Physical Security (Refer to the use of physically lockable devices for rack server, KVM,
etc.)
Network Security (Division into security zones and layers)
End Point Security (Antivirus and patch management, device hardening, etc.)

OUR SERVICES & PRODUCTS
We adhere closely to the National Institute of
Standards Technology (NIST) Framework for
Improving Critical Information Infrastructure
Cybersecurity which advocates an Identify, Protect,
Detect, Respond, Recover model. Attila Cybertech
strives for the coherent integration of this model
alongside the process safety measures that are
already in place.
Our Services modernise and integrate disparate
legacy systems across broad base and facilities to
increase productivity. We are a domain expert in
Industrial Control Systems (ICS), Safety
Instrumented System (SIS), SCADA, DCS, PLC and
RTU. Unlike the conventional IT Security Companies
in the regions, our domain knowledge and expertise
in implementing cybersecurity solutions make us a
different player for the rest in the regions.

OUR SERVICES & PRODUCTS
With our years of experience in industrial automation, we coupled
with state-of-the-art technology and best practices in managing
security risk. Our cybersecurity consultants are capable of
providing practical advises helping our client minimize risk and
establish cyber-hardened industrial control environment.
Our Consulting Services include:
•
•
•
•
•

Security Policy Review
Security Architecture Review
Security Audit
Risk Assessment
Vulnerability Assessment

Our security specialists provide comprehensive solutions that
include network design, reviewing of the existing network, and
designing a secured ICS. Our solution also includes worry-free
maintenance package for the Asset Owner.
Solutions offered:
•
•
•
•
•

Secure Network Design
System Hardening
Unidirectional Security Gateway
Industrial Graded Firewall
Intrusion Detection Systems

We believe that service does not stop at just the end of the project
life cycle. We continue to engage with our clients by providing
premium after-sales services such as continuous system health
check and monitoring, provide system patch and updates and an
extra helping hand in times of cyber crisis.
Education is one of the key success of cybersecurity. It helps to
educate and inform every stakeholder on cyber threats. Our
Customisable Training Solution ranges from basic to advance in ICS
cybersecurity. This training solution can be adjusted to suit all
levels, from operator to senior management.

OUR SERVICES & PRODUCTS
Cyber threats are continually evolving. Attila strongly believes that
innovation is one of the strategies to mitigate these threats. Attila
seeks innovation through internal and external collaboration by
sharing ideas, concepts and domain knowledge. In collaboration
with our Customers, Institutions of Higher Learning (IHL) and
Technology Partners, we push the boundaries of cyber technology
to develop the most resilient policies and protections for their
control systems and operational technology assets. By constantly
innovating and exploring new technologies, Attila and its partners
strive to build resilience and trust in the cyber environment. Attila
is in a constant state of innovation. We strive for innovation
research topics discovers opportunities in advanced security
systems that go beyond current existing products offered.
Below are some of the research areas:
•
•
•

Advanced Threat Management through Machine Learning
and Artificial Intelligence
Industry Protocol and Fieldbus analysis
Advanced-Data Analytics on existing network

Attila introduces ADPICS as cybersecurity tools for the protection of Critical Information Infrastructure
Key Features of ADPICS
- Real-time monitoring of the Industrial Control System (ICS) data traffic
- Notification alerts sent to operators on anomaly detection
- Provides recommended course of action for detected anomalies

OUR SERVICES & PRODUCTS
Keeping threats out
Using a state-of-the-arts PROFIBUS and Ethernet data diode, operation data is kept flowing in one direction,
thus preventing any intrusion efforts. In addition, the data diode doubles as a bus decoder, which provides
the necessary output fed into the Data Monitor.
Data Diode is essential for Isolated and Classified Networks. To protect mission-critical data and networks
(such as military networks and critical infrastructure control systems), the most commonly used security
measure is to disconnect the system from the other networks completely.
Intelligent Data Monitor
-

Continuous machine learning algorithm to provide up to data anomaly detection and prevention
Detailed alert and incident information increases network security by reducing risks
AI-powered, giving rise to speedier response times and correlated incident identification increase
accuracy of detection

The intelligent data monitor passively collects data traffic of the ICS. With machine learning algorithms, realtime traffic monitored for any aberration in traffic trends. Once detected, aberrations would be intelligent
flagged. The operator would then notified of the anomaly, and corrective measures can be taken as soon
as possible.
Command Dashboard
The dashboard provides an insight into the overall threat landscape of the monitored environment.

OUR SERVICES & PRODUCTS
Alert Manager
An Anomaly could happen anytime and without a real-time alerting system, these critical assets would
be at risks. The Alert Manager provides the operator with the first-hand information of all probable
anomalies that were detected; thus, remedial action could be performed effectively.

Asset Discovery
No effective monitoring could be possible without understanding the environment. Our advance assets
discovery mechanism allows us to map out the logical network diagram of the monitored environment.

STRATEGIC PARTNERS
Our Strategy Partners are experts in their domain with profound domain-specific knowledge and
extensive experience in cybersecurity technology and/or industrial application.
Our partners include:
• Excel Marco Industrial Systems
• Nanyang Technological University (NTU)
• Singapore University of Technology and Design (SUTD)
• Ultra-Electronics, 3eTI

CUSTOMERS
Our partial customers list includes:
• PUB (Public Utilities Board)
• Maritime and Port Authority of Singapore
• PSA International Pte. Ltd.
• Jurong Port Pte. Ltd.
• Tuas Power Generation Pte. Ltd.
• YTL PowerSeraya Pte Limited
• ExxonMobil Singapore
• Sembcorp Marine Ltd.
• Excel Marco Industrial Systems
• UST Global

CONTACT US
Attila Cybertech Pte. Ltd.
39 Ubi Road 1, #05-00
World Publications Building
Singapore 408695
Tel: +65 6747 6116
Fax: +65 6858 2884
Email: sales@attilatech.com
Website: www.attilatech.com

